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TOOL WEAR DETECTING SYSTEM FOR A 
NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED MACHINE TOOL 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to a tool wear detecting system 

which detects wear of a cutter in a numerically con 
trolled machine tool during cutting. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
A cutter of a machine tool is used for cutting a work 

piece and gradually wears away and must be reground 
or replaced with a new cutter. In a numerically con 
trolled machine tool, a tool shift command is provided 
from a numerical control unit, so that even if the cutter 
has worn away, the depth of cut and the feed rate of the 
cutter are not altered. Accordingly, when the cutter has 
worn away, the load on the tool or the workpiece mark 
edly increases and if cutting continues, the tool may in 
some cases be broken. Once the tool has thus been bro 
ken it cannot be reground for further use. 
There has been proposed a numerically controlled 

machine tool combined with an adaptive control. The 
adaptive control is adapted to control the feed rate, etc. 
of the tool so that the load on the tool or workpiece 
does not exceed an allowable value. Such a machine 
tool is free from the abovementioned defect leading to 
the tool breakage but has the defect of complex and 
expensive structure. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An object of this invention is to provide a tool wear 
detecting system, which detects wear of a cutting tool, 
employing a simple structure. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a tool 

wear detecting system which detects a load on a cutting 
tool or a workpiece, thereby detecting wear of the 
cutting tool. - 

Brie?y, in the tool wear detecting system of this in 
vention, a load on a cutting tool or workpiece is de 
tected at a speci?ed position or‘ in a speci?ed section 
and stored. Thereafter a load on the cutting tool or 
workpiece is detected each time the cutting tool passes 
through the abovementioned position or section and the 
detected load is compared with the above-mentioned 
stored content; when the difference between them is 
larger than a predetermined value, an alarm signal is 
outputted to give notice of the wear of the cutting tool. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a numerically 
controlled machine tool employing one embodiment of 
this invention; 
FIG. 2 explains the paths of a cutting tool in respec 

tive processes; and 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the principal part 

of another embodiment of this invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

In ordinary machining of a workpiece a material 
having a casting skin is worked by a plurality of cutting 
processes into a desired, predetermined con?guration. 
In this case, a required depth of cut is set prior to each 
cutting process. Accordingly, after the roughness of the 
material surface is removed, a constant depth cut is 
repeated. In the case where the workpiece cutting is 
achieved at a constant depth of cut and a constant feed 
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rate, if the cutting tool does not wear, a load on the 
cutting tool or the work can be regarded as constant 
throughout all of the cutting processes. As the cutting 
tool becomes worn, the cutting ability of the tool deteri 
orates, so that the load on the tool or work increases. 

In this invention, on the basis of the increase in the _ 
load on the tool or work owing to the wear of the tool, 
the load on the tool or work at a speci?ed position or in 
a speci?ed section along a commanded path of the tool 
is detected and stored. In each of the subsequent pro 
cesses, the load on the tool or work at the position or in 
the section corresponding to the abovesaid one is de 
tected for comparison with the stored content and if the 
difference between them is larger than a predetermined 
value, a signal is provided to indicate that the tool 
should be replaced with a new one. 

In FIG. 1, reference character NC indicates a numeri 
cal control unit; PT designates a command tape; CC 
identi?es a control circuit; INT denotes an interpolator; 
RD, RAD, RZP and RXP represent registers; CZA 
and CXA show counters; CMPl through CMP3 refer 
to comparators; SVZ indicates a Z-axis servo part; ER 
designates an error register; DA identi?es a D-A con 
verter; AMP denotes an ampli?er; MZ represents a 
Z-axis feed motor; ENC shows a Z-axis pulse encoder; 
SVX refers to an X-axjs servo part; SPC indicates a 
spindle motor control circuit; DET designates a detec 
tion circuit; AD identi?es an A-D converter; R1 and R2 
denote resistors; MA identi?es a machine tool; SPD 
denotes a spindle; SPM represents a spindle motor; W 
shows a workpiece; T refers to a tool; TP indicates a 
tool post; SLZ designates a Z-axis slide rest; and SLX 
identi?es an X-axis slide rest. . 

In an ordinary numerical control operation, the con 
trol circuit CC responds to spindle command data from 
the command tape PT to apply a spindle speed com 
mand SVS to the spindle motor control circuit SPC to 
drive the spindle motor SPM at the commanded speed. 
Further, the control circuit CC provides X- and Z-axis 
command data to the interpolator INT to accomplish 
pulse distribution, by which distribution pulses PX and 
PZ are provided to the respective axis servo parts SVX 
and SVZ to move the tool T relative to the workpiece 
W via the slides SLX and SLZ, respectively. 
The distribution pulses PX and PZ are respectively 

stored in current position counters CXA and CZA. In 
the present embodiment, to detect a load on the tool T 
or the workpiece W, a load current of the spindle motor 
SPM is detected by the detector DET as a voltage drop 
across the resistor R1. 
Together with command data representing a com 

mand path CPO shown in FIG. 2, a speci?ed position in 
one process, given a speci?c code, for example, G99, is 
assigned on the command tape PT, with a co-ordinate 
value (x, z) as Xl23Z456. _ 
Upon reading the above-mentioned speci?c code 

indicating readout and storage of the load torque of the 
tool and speci?ed position data (the co-ordinate value 
(x, z) of a position P1 in FIG. 2), the control circuit CC 
sets co-ordinate values of respective axes in the registers 
RZP and RXP. ’ 

Next, a shift command is executed and when the 
current position of the tool T has reached the position 
P1 in FIG. 2, the comparators CMPl and CMP2 both 
provide coincidence signals and the control circuit CC 
applies a read signal TDS to the A-D converter AD to 
convert a detection signal from the detector DET to a 
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digital signal, which is set in the register RD. The regis 
ter RD indicates the load torque of the tool at the posi 

. tion P1. 

Then, upon completion of the ?rst process, cutting to 
the same depth d as in the ?rst process is accomplished 
in the next process. At this time, the content of the 
X-axis register RXP is corrected by d. 

In a second process, when the tool T has reached a 
specified position P2 corresponding to the aforemen 
tioned one P1, that is, a position spaced a distance from 
the position P1 in a direction +X corresponding to the 
depth of cut d, the comparators CMPl and CMP2 yield 
coincidence signals again and the detected output from 
the detector DET is set via the A-D converter AD in 
the register RAD. In the comparator CMP3, the fol 
lowing decision takes place: 

If the equation is not satis?ed, the same operations as 
mentioned above are repeated. If the equation is satis 
?ed, an alarm signal ALM is provided to the control 
circuit CC to stop the subsequent operation. Q is a pre 
determined allowable load torque difference, which is 
predetermined in dependence upon the materials of the 
tool and the workpiece and is preset in the comparator 
CMP3. . 

The load on the tool or workpiece can also be de 
tected by detecting the load current of the Z-axis feed 
motor MZ as a voltage drop across the resistor R2 by 
the detector DET. Further, it is also possible to provide 
a strain gauge on the tool T and apply its output signal 
to the A-D converter AD. In the case of a computer 
numerical control unit (CNC), the counters and the 
registers can also be provided in areas of a memory and 
the functions of the comparators can also be replaced 
with calculation, comparison and decision functions of a 
central processing unit. . 
FIG. 3 shows in block form the principal part of 

another embodiment of this invention. In FIG. 3, refer 
ence characters RG1 through RG3 indicate registers; 
ART designates an arithmetic circuit; CMP4 identi?es a 
comparator; CMP5 denotes an analog comparator; 
DETl represents a load detector for a tool or work; 
PCN shows a process counter; G1 and G2 refer to 
gates; and MHC indicates a maximum value hold cir 
cuit. 

In the present embodiment, a section (aéxéb for 
detecting and comparing a load on the tool or work 
piece is assigned in the registers RG1 and RG2, and 
when the content 2 of the Z-axis current value register 
RG3 exists in the above-mentioned section, an in-sec 
tion signal DEA is yielded via the arithmetic circuit 
ART and the comparator CMP4. 
The process counter PCN counts the number of cut 

ting processes and, in a ?rst process, controls the gate 
G1 to apply therethrough the output from the detector 
DETI to the maximum value hold circuit MHC. The 
maximum value hold circuit MHC holds a maximum 
value RDR of the output from the detector DETl 
while the signal DEA provided via the gate G2 lasts. 
Upon completion of the ?rst process, the process 

counter PCN advances by one step to start control of a 
second process. In the second and subsequent processes, 
the gates G1 and G2 are both changed over; namely, 
the output from the detector DETl is applied via the 
gate G1 to the comparator CMP5 and the signal DEA 
is applied via the gate G2 to the comparator CMP5. The 
comparator CMP5 compares the load data RDR stored 
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in the maximum value hold circuit MHC with newly 
detected load data RDN while the signal DEA lasts, 
and produces an alarm signal ALM when 
RDN—RDR2-Q. Also in this case, Q is preset in the 
comparator CMP5 as is the case with the foregoing 
embodiment. 
As has been described in the foregoing, according to 

this invention, the load torque of the tool at a speci?ed 
position or in a speci?ed section in one process is stored 
and compared with the load torque of the tool at the 
corresponding position or in the corresponding section 
in the subsequent processes to determine the load torque 
difference and, to generate an alarm signal if the differ 
ence is abnormal; therefore, the wear of the tool can 
easily be detected by simple means, thereby ensuring 
that breakage of the tool is prevented. 

It will be apparent that many modi?cations and varia 
tions may be effected without departing from the scope 
of the novel concepts of this invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A tool wear detecting system for a numerically 

controlled machine tool, which controls the movement 
of a tool relative to a workpiece along a commanded 
path to cut the workpiece, comprising means for detect 
ing a load on the tool or workpiece, 

wherein a position on or section of the commanded 
path is speci?ed in advance and the load on the tool 
or workpiece at the time the tool passes through 
the speci?ed position or section during an initial 
process is detected by the detecting means; storage 
means, operatively connected to said detecting 
means, for storing the load detected by said detect 
ing means; and comparator means, operatively 
connected to said detecting means and said storage 
means, 

wherein in each of the subsequent processes, the load 
on the tool or workpiece, at the time the tool passes 
through the position or section corresponding to 
the speci?ed position or section, is detected by the 
detecting means and the detected data is compared 
with the data stored in the storage means and when 
the difference between them is larger than a prede 
termined value, an alarm signal is produced to 
indicate that the tool is worn out. 

2. A tool wear detecting system according to claim 1, 
wherein a maximum value of the load on the tool or 
workpiece at the time the tool passes through the speci 
?ed section on the commanded path during an initial 
process is stored in the storage means, and wherein in 
each of the subsequent processes, the value of the load 
on the tool or workpiece at the time the tool passes 
through the section corresponding to the speci?ed sec 
tion is detected and compared with the maximum value 
stored in the storage means. 

3. A tool wear detecting system for a machine tool 
having a numerical control unit which controls the 
movement of a tool relative to a workpiece, said tool 
driven by motors and moved along a commanded path 
to cut the workpiece, comprising: 

detecting means, operatively connected to the ma 
chine tool, for detecting a load on the tool at the 
time the tool passes a' speci?ed position on the 
commanded path; 

storage means, operatively connected to said detect 
ing means and to the numerical control unit, for 
storing, as load data, the load detected by said 
detecting means when the tool passes the speci?ed 
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. position on the commanded path for the ?rst time 
and for storing, as present data, the load detected 

uby said detecting means when‘the tool passes the 
speci?ed positionv on the commanded pathy'at a 
subsequent time; and " ’ 

an alarm comparator circuit, having-an alarm ‘value 
stored therein, operatively connected to'-_ said stor 
age means, for comparing said present data with 
said load data,‘and~for providing an alarm signal if 

' said present data is greater than or equal to the sum 
of said alarm value and said load data, whereby the 
alarm signal indicates that the tool is worn out. 

4. A tool wear detecting system as set forth in claim 
3, wherein said detecting means comprises a detection 
circuit, operatively connected to a ?rst of the tool driv 
ing motors, for detecting the load current of the ?rst 
tool driving motor and for outputting a detection signal. 

5. A tool wear detecting system as set forth in claim 
4, wherein said storage means comprises: 

?rst and second registers, operatively connected to 
the numerical control unit, for storing ?rst and 
second coordinate axis values, respectively, repre 
senting said speci?ed position on the commanded 
path; 

an interpolator circuit, operatively connected to the 
numerical control unit, for providing ?rst and sec 
ond trains of distribution pulses to control move 
ment of the tool; 

?rst and, second counters, operatively connected to 
said interpolator circuit, for counting said ?rst and 
second distribution pulses, respectively, said ?rst 
counter containing the present ?rst axis value and 
said second counter containing a present second 
axis value; ' 

a ?rst comparator circuit, operatively connected to 
said ?rst counter, said ?rst register and the numeri 
cal control unit, for providing a ?rst coincidence 
signal when said ?rst coordinate axis value and said 
present ?rst axis value coincide; 

a second comparator circuit, operatively connected 
to said second register, said second counter and the 
numerical control unit, for providing a second 
coincidence signal when said second coordinate 
axis value and said present ?rst axis value coincide; 

an analog to digital converter, operatively connected 
to said detection circuit and the numerical control 
unit, for providing a digital detection signal every 
time a read signal is received from the numerical 
control unit, said read signal being provided when 
the numerical control unit receives said ?rst coinci 
dence signal and said second coincidence signal 
concurrently; 

a third register, operatively connected to said analog 
to digital converter and to said alarm comparator 
circuit, for storing said digital detection signal as 
said load data the ?rst time the tool passes the 
position speci?ed by said ?rst and second coordi 
nate axis values; and 

a fourth register, operatively connected to said ana 
log to digital converter and to said alarm compara 
tor circuit, for storing said digital detection signal 
as said present data every time the tool passes the 
position speci?ed by said ?rst and second coordi 
nate axis values subsequent to the ?rst time. 

6. A tool wear detecting system for a machine tool 
having a numerical control unit which controls the 
movement of a tool relative to a workpiece, said tool 
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moved along a commanded path to cut the workpiece, 
said workpiece driven by a spindle motor, comprising: 

detecting means, operatively connected to the work 
piece, for detecting a load on the workpiece at the 
time the tool passes a‘speci?ed position on the 
commanded path; 

storage means, operatively connected to said- detect 
ing means andto the numerical control unit, for 
storing, as load data, the load detected by said 
detecting means when the tool passes the speci?ed 
position on the commanded path for the ?rst time 
and for storing, as present data, the load detected 
by said detecting means when the tool passes the 
speci?ed position on the commanded path at a 
subsequent time; and 

an alarm comparator circuit, having an alarm value 
stored therein, operatively connected to said stor 
age means, for comparing said present data with 
said load data, and for providing an alarm signal if 
said present data is greater than or equal to the sum 
of said alarm value and said load data, whereby the 
alarm signal indicates that the tool is worn out. 

7. A tool wear detecting system as set forth in claim 
6, wherein said detecting means comprises a detection ' 
circuit, operatively connected to the spindle motor, for 
detecting the load current of the spindle motor and for 
outputting a detection signal. 

8. A tool wear detecting system for a machine tool 
having a numerical control unit which controls the 
movement of a tool relative to a workpiece, said tool 
moved along a commanded path to cut the workpiece, 
said tool wear detecting system comprising: 

a load detector circuit, operatively connected to the 
machine tool, for detecting a load on the tool and 
for providing a detection signal; ' 

storage and gating means, operatively connected to 
the load detector circuit, for storing, as maximum 
value data, the maximum value of the load detected 
by said load detector circuit when the tool passes 
through a speci?ed section of the commanded path 
for the ?rst time and for providing as present data 
the load detected by said load detector circuit 
when the tool passes through said speci?ed section 
of the commanded path at a subsequent time; and 

an alarm comparator circuit, having an alarm value 
stored therein, operatively connected to said stor 
age and gating means, for comparing said present 
data with said maximum data, and for providing an 
alarm signal if said present data is greater than or 
equal to the sum of said alarm'value and said maxi 
mum value data, whereby the alarm signal indi 
cates that the tool is worn out. 

9. A tool wear detecting system as set forth in claim 
8, wherein said storage means comprises: 

a process counter circuit, operatively connected to 
the machine tool, for counting the number of cut 
ting processes which the machine tool has made 
and for providing a ?rst process signal the ?rst time 
the machine tool performs a cutting process and for 
providing a subsequent process signal for all subse 
quent cutting processes; 

a ?rst register for storing a ?rst range value; 
a second register for storing a second range value; 
a third register, operatively connected to the machine 

tool, for storing a current axis value; 
comparison means, operatively connected to said 

?rst, second and third’registers, for providing an 
inspection signal if said current axis value is greater 
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than or equal to said second range value and less 
than or equal to ?rst range value; " - I 

a ?rst gate, operatively connected to said load detec 
tor circuit and to said process counter circuit, for 
providing as an output said detection signal in the 
form of said maximum value signal when said ?rst 
process signal is received and for providing as an 
output said detection signal in the form of said 
present data signal when said subsequent process 
signal is received; 
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second gate, operatively connected to said process 
counter ‘ circuit and said comparison means, for 
providing a ?rst inlsection signal output when said 
?rst process signal is received and for providing a 
second in-section signal output when said subse 
quent process signal is received;_and 
maximum value hold circuit, operatively connected 
to said ?rst and second gates and to said alarm 
comparator circuit, for storing said maximum value 
signal and for providing said maximum value signal 
to said alarm comparator circuit. 

# ‘ i i i 
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